Abbreviations {#no0010}
=============

CEMOVIS

:   cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous sections

CLEM

:   correlative light and electron microscopy

EM

:   electron microscopy

ET

:   electron tomography

FIB

:   focused-ion beam

FS

:   freeze-substitution

GFP

:   green fluorescence protein

HPF

:   high-pressure freezing

LM

:   light microscopy

METTEM

:   metal-tagging TEM

MT

:   metallothionein

RO

:   replication organelle

RT

:   room temperature

SEM

:   scanning electron microscopy

STEM

:   scanning-transmission electron microscopy

3D

:   three-dimensional

TEM

:   transmission electron microscopy

2D

:   two-dimensional

VF

:   virus factory

VRC

:   viral replication complex

vRNP

:   viral ribonucleoprotein
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BUNV

:   Bunyamwera virus

DENV

:   dengue virus

FHV

:   flock house virus

FMDV

:   foot-and-mouth disease virus

HCV

:   hepatitis C virus

HIV

:   human immunodeficiency virus

SARS CoV

:   severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus

SFV

:   Semliki forest virus

TBSV

:   tomato bushy stunt virus

VV

:   vaccinia virus

1. Introduction {#s0010}
===============

The common hallmark of all viruses is their dependency on a host cell to infect and multiply. During this cycle the virus utilizes and transforms the machinery of the cell for the biosynthesis of the own genetic material, proteins, and lipids. This can lead to vast reorganization in the subcellular organization inside the cell ([@bb0625]; [@bb0630]). The size of most viruses is beyond the resolution limit of optical microscopy, and only electron microscopy (EM) provides the resolution required to study viruses and their life cycles ([@bb0600]).

The technical specifications of an electron microscope are, however, only one part of the equation to deliver insight into the viral life cycle within the host cell. The first obstacle comes from the dynamic nature of the virus cycle. Infection, replication, virus particle morphogenesis and egress are different, consecutive steps. But in contrast to optical microscopy, EM does not permit the observation of the same object over time. This aspect can be solved with the study of different samples after finding the right time post-infection for each step. Next to the dynamics of these different steps during viral infection, another challenge arises from their topology: only entry and release of the viral particle take place at the surface of the host cell. All other steps utilize machineries inside the cell and their study requires the analysis of the morphology of the cell interior. For this reason, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) combined with thin sections of infected cells has been for a long time the standard approach to study the intracellular aspects of virus life cycles. However, the morphology of a cell is three-dimensional and thus random thin sections provide a limited view. As pointed out more than 60 years ago, the impact of EM for the morphological analysis of viruses depends highly on technological progress on sample preparation ([@bb0355]). Since this time, sample preparation as well as the sensitivity of electron microscopes and their detectors has evolved to a great extent and different approaches for tomography were developed to study samples in 3D. But the key point raised at that time has remained: each sample preparation/imaging technique produces artifacts and it is important to be aware of them and be critical about the amount of information that can be extracted. Simultaneously with the technological development, our knowledge about the life cycle of viruses has increased, and the diversity of the questions addressed has increased concomitantly. It is often required to combine different approaches to answer the question at hand. Therefore, this review will focus on the different preparation and imaging techniques that are used to visualize the cell biology of viral infections ([Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ). We will discuss the technological basis of the different approaches and the findings they made possible. In particular, we will focus on the characterization of virus factories and virus replication organelles. Viruses express their fundamental biological properties during the intracellular stage of their life cycle, which in most cases takes place within virus factories ([@bb0195]). Viral factories (VF) are intracellular membranous compartments harboring viral replication organelles (RO) that contain viral replication complexes (VRC) and the sites of virus particle assembly ([@bb0325]; [@bb0585]). VRCs are often located in single-membrane vesicles known as spherules, but also in double-membrane vesicles (DMVs), flat membranes and cubic/convoluted membranes (CM) ([@bb0195]). To build these neoorganelles, viruses manipulate lipid synthesis and flows to create platforms with particular lipid composition and biophysical properties that facilitate viral genome replication ([@bb0025]; [@bb0210]; [@bb0225]). Due to their complex composition and functions, virus factories could be contemplated as the living state of viruses ([@bb0260]). Two main pathways have been identified so far as being responsible for viral factory biogenesis: aggresome formation for DNA viruses and autophagy for RNA viruses ([@bb0010]; [@bb0385]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0765]).Fig. 1Scheme summarizing the different approaches for sample preparation and imaging, which are discussed in this review. Life cell imaging provides the best approach to characterize the dynamics of infection and the assembly of replication organelles. Based on these data the EM experiments can be designed. The choice of sample preparation protocols will depend on the questions of interest and the available possibilities. Main advantages (+) and limitations (−) of each method are indicated.Fig. 1

Mitochondria and cytoskeleton elements are often found around replication organelles building a large structure that usually transforms the whole cell content ([@bb0195]). Viral factories are dynamic structures that change over time and maintain communication with intracellular transport pathways such as endocytosis and exocytosis, which are necessary in order to incorporate essential factors into the factories and to facilitate virus egress ([@bb0025]; [@bb0245]). Some viruses build factories inside the nucleus ([@bb0175]) but most of the structural information available to date comes from cytoplasmic viral factories ([@bb0625]).

2. Live cell imaging {#s0015}
====================

Despite the focus on EM of this review we must highlight light microscopy (LM) as a great ally of electron microscopists. This is due to the ability of LM to characterize dynamic changes in the cell associated to viral infection, albeit with less resolution but with shorter times for sample preparation. Furthermore, new advances in fluorescent probes and LM methods are providing new insights into the cell biology of viruses. Very interesting recent reviews deal with light microscopy of viral infections ([@bb0020]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0320]; [@bb0770]). However, microscopy of fixed cells provides static views of complex, dynamic events. To study multi-step processes such as a virus infection, time-course assays are useful and provide data that we try to organize sequentially. Nevertheless, during viral infections what we perceive as a logical sequence of events might not correspond to reality, and many findings would have never been uncovered without dynamic, real time, live cell microscopy. Live-cell imaging of viral infections has been mainly focused on processes of entry and release of viral particles ([@bb0045]; [@bb0250]; [@bb0390]) but has shown great potential to study all steps of the virus replication cycle ([@bb0085]). Live cell microscopy can also reveal a heterogeneous response of cells to infection ([Movie 1](#ec0010){ref-type="fig"} , [Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). When mammalian cells infected with a fluorescent bunyavirus ([@bb0675]) are studied by live cell imaging, it can be observed that some cells rapidly build a virus factory and produce many progeny viruses ([Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, cell 1), a few cells die soon ([Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, cell 2) and some others apparently do not get infected ([Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, cell 3). Indeed, some cells receive the fluorescent virus and pass it to neighboring cells while remaining apparently non-infected ([Fig. 2](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, cell 4). These findings demonstrate that cells in the cultured cell monolayer are not identical and respond to virus infection heterogeneously.Movie 1Live-cell imaging of BHK-21 cells infected with the fluorescent bunyavirus eGFP-Gc-BUNV ([@bb0675]). Cells infected at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5 plaque forming units (PFU)/cell, were transferred to a TCS-SP5 microscope (Leica Microsystems) and images recorded every 15 min from 1 h post-infection (hpi) to 18 hpi. Images were processed with LAS AF software. Original movie was compressed with Image J. Sanz-Sánchez and Risco, unpublished results.Movie 1Movie 1

An interesting case was reported in a study of mosquito cells infected with an arbovirus ([@bb0450]). Video-microscopy showed that all infected cells went through three different stages of infection, early, acute and persistent, something that can be fully appreciated only when following each single cell in real time ([@bb0450]). Live-cell imaging has been used to study the biogenesis, dynamics and trafficking of viral replicative structures. Remarkably, these studies have shown that unrelated viruses such as Vaccinia Virus, Hepatitis C Virus, rotaviruses and the mouse hepatitis coronavirus, assemble small replication organelles that move through the cytoplasm in a microtubule-dependent manner, together with larger replication platforms that are rather immobile ([@bb0040]; [@bb0165]; [@bb0185]; [@bb0305]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0780]). Live-cell imaging has also shown the transformation of cell compartments induced by viruses to build their replication organelles. This is the case of the enterovirus coxsackievirus B3 that disassembles the Golgi complex ([@bb0730]) or the human reovirus that remodels the endoplasmic reticulum to build viral inclusions ([@bb0710]). New probes for imaging viral RNA will be powerful tools to study viral replication and assembly in live cells ([@bb0020]).Fig. 2Snapshots from [Movie 1](#ec0010){ref-type="fig"} showing different stages of viral factory biogenesis and a heterogeneous response of cells to the virus. BHK-21 cells infected with the fluorescent bunyavirus eGFP-Gc-BUNV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5 PFU/cell, were transferred to a TCS-SP5 microscope (Leica Microsystems) and images recorded every 15 min from 1 h post-infection (hpi) to 18 hpi. Images correspond to 8 h and 15 min post-infection (A), 8 h and 45 min pi (B), 13 h and 45 min pi (C), and 15 h and 30 min pi (D). In cell \#1, a large viral factory (VF) assembles and grows over time. Cell \#2 assembles a VF and dies soon. Cell \#3 remains apparently non-infected and cell \#4 receives fluorescent viruses (arrows in A--C), passes them to another cell (arrow in D) and remains non-infected. Scale bar: 25 μm. Sanz-Sánchez and Risco, unpublished results.Snapshots from Movie 1 in the online version at <https://doi.org/10.1016/bs.aivir.2019.07.005> showing different stages of viral factory biogenesis and a heterogeneous response of cells to the virus. BHK-21 cells infected with the fluorescent bunyavirus eGFP-Gc-BUNV at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 5 PFU/cell, were transferred to a TCS-SP5 microscope (Leica Microsystems) and images recorded every 15 min from 1 h post-infection (hpi) to 18 hpi. Images correspond to 8 h and 15 min post-infection (A), 8 h and 45 min pi (B), 13 h and 45 min pi (C), and 15 h and 30 min pi (D). In cell \#1, a large viral factory (VF) assembles and grows over time. Cell \#2 assembles a VF and dies soon. Cell \#3 remains apparently non-infected and cell \#4 receives fluorescent viruses (arrows in A--C), passes them to another cell (arrow in D) and remains non-infected. Scale bar: 25 μm. Sanz-Sánchez and Risco, unpublished results.Fig. 2

For obtaining reproducible results by live cell imaging, the experiment must be carefully designed and adequate controls have to be included. Before starting, a number of important factors should be taken into account. Fluorescent probes must be compatible with in vivo conditions ([@bb0265]). Cells have to be grown on special plates with a clear bottom made of plastic or glass and plated with an appropriate confluence, usually 70% or less. A previous time-course study by confocal microscopy of fixed cells is important to determine the best time post-infection for launching the live cell imaging recording. To limit potential effects caused by phototoxicity, the right choice of fluorescent proteins, light intensity, exposure time and time interval between frame acquisitions will be critical ([@bb0475]; [@bb0380]).

For a detailed understanding of events, either expected or rare, live cell imaging is a powerful partner of EM through the methods we know as Correlative Light and Electron Microscopy (CLEM) (see [Section 4](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}).

3. General aspects of sample preparation for transmission electron microscopy {#s0020}
=============================================================================

For a morphological study by EM the goal should be to preserve the samples as close as possible to the condition of interest and keep all cellular components in place. The electron microscope adds restrains to this goal because the electrons used for imaging interact with matter, requiring samples under high vacuum during imaging. Except for cryo-TEM, this excludes the observation of samples in their natural, hydrated state. The second, main restrain introduced by electrons is the thickness of the sample: only thin samples can be observed by TEM, whereas most biological samples are soft, which makes the preparation of thin slices impossible.

Therefore, samples have to be prepared adequately for TEM. In general, this involves the arrest of any biological activity by fixation. For morphological studies, conventional TEM preparation at room temperature (RT) relies on aldehyde fixation ([@bb0640]), followed by a post-fixation with osmium to stabilize lipids ([@bb0760]), and dehydration to replace gradually the water of the sample by an organic solvent. In the final step, the sample is infiltrated with a plastic resin, which becomes hard after polymerization and allows the preparation of thin sections for TEM. In this procedure, each step has well documented artifacts ([@bb0415]), which have to be taken into account. But it should also not be forgotten that these sample preparation protocols have contributed to a vast basis of knowledge before alternative sample preparation methods became available. Characteristic viral factories as seen by TEM of ultrathin sections after conventional embedding are shown in [Fig. 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} . In mammalian BHK-21 cells, Bunyamwera virus assembles a large cytoplasmic factory using Golgi complex stacks, ER and mitochondria ([Fig. 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A). Characteristic spherules with VRCs are formed in Golgi membranes ([@bb0240]) where progeny viruses are assembled ([Fig. 3](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B and C).Fig. 3Viral factories as seen by TEM of ultrathin sections after conventional embedding. BHK-21 cells were adsorbed with Bunyamwera virus (BUNV) at a MOI of 1 PFU/cell and imaged by TEM at 10 hpi. (A) Low magnification image of a BUNV factory that is a juxtanuclear structure made of Golgi stacks (white asterisks) with spherules (black arrowheads) that contain the VRCs ([@bb0240]), mitochondria (mi) and ER cisternae. N: nucleus. (B and C) High magnification images of BUNV factories showing spherules (black arrowheads) in Golgi stacks (asterisks). A viral particle (white arrowhead) in the lumen of a Golgi sacculus is also seen (white arrowhead in C). Scale bars: 500 nm in A; 100 nm in B and C. Fernández de Castro, unpublished results.Fig. 3

4. Correlative light and electron microscopy {#s0025}
============================================

The term correlative and light electron microscopy (CLEM) covers an enormous area of approaches, different combinations of light microscopy techniques with EM strategies. Two extensive handbooks give an idea about this field, which showed over the last years a very dynamic development and continues to do so ([@bb0560], [@bb0565]). Therefore, this section does not aim to be exhaustive but should outline examples of different strategies. In general, the different approaches can be defined by the complementing aspects that light microscopy (LM) and EM have in their combination. The light microscope offers an unmatched field of view compared to EM, together with the above discussed possibility of imaging the dynamics of the living sample. On the other side, EM allows to visualize the sample at a higher resolution and in all the structural context of the cell and not only the structures labeled for the light microscope. The different approaches can be grouped: (1) To use the field of view from the light microscope and find a rare event by fluorescent labeling in a population of cells or tissue. After imaging by LM, the sample can be prepared by different methods for EM. (2) Characterize a dynamic process by LM and fix the sample at the event of interest to study it in the context of the cell. (3) Visualize your protein of interest in the context of the cell. Often this approach is done with LM and EM on sections or with cryo-fluorescence followed by cryo-TEM on plunge frozen cells. The latter is reviewed elsewhere ([@bb0775]).

To identify a rare fluorescently labeled event in a culture of infected cells the most straightforward approach is to grow them on a support that has coordinates and can be imaged by LM, allowing to identify the location of the cell. This support can be photoetched glass coverslips or gridded plastic dishes for conventional preparation, sapphire discs with a carbon pattern for high pressure freezing (HPF), or a finder grid for plunge freezing ([@bb0470]; [@bb0655]; [@bb0710]). The pattern on the substrate allows to localize the cell of interest by phase contrast. After embedding in resin the pattern is present on the surface of the resin and will allow to locate the area with the cell of interest and prepare serial sections. A visual example of correlation is shown in [Fig. 4](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} . For tissue, transfer of coordinates provides often a challenge. Fluorescent dyes can be used to highlight specific structures of tissues and create internal landmarks to position the region of interest and embed the samples for EM in such a way that the fluorescence is retained, and either the block or the sections can be imaged by LM ([@bb0460]). Another approach introduced landmarks on the surface of the tissue by an infrared laser ([@bb0410]).Fig. 4Correlative light electron microscopy (CLEM) of viral factories. C6/36 mosquito cells grown on gridded plates were adsorbed with the fluorescent bunyavirus eGFP-Gc-BUNV for 24 h and imaged using phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy at 200 × and 630 × magnification (A and B, respectively). Gc is one of the glycoproteins of the virus and a marker of viral factories. Ultrathin sections of selected cells (square in A) were imaged by TEM at low magnification (C) and at higher magnification (D and E). (D) TEM image (mainfield) and confocal image (inset) of the cell selected in (C). The arrows point to fluorescent zones (inset) and the approximate corresponding areas in the TEM image. (E) High magnification image shows that the marked fluorescent zones (inset in D) contain vacuole--like structures (arrows). N, nucleus; Va, vacuole. Scale bars: 50 μm in A; 10 μm in B and C; 0.5 μm in D; 5 μm in inset in D; 200 nm in E. Tenorio, unpublished results.Fig. 4

CLEM on sections after sample preparation for EM has the advantage to minimize changes between the LM and EM image, which result from sample preparation. It can be done on Tokuyasu sections ([@bb0590]), or on methacrylate resins ([@bb0430]). For both methods, protocols are available that can preserve the fluorescent signal of fluorescent fusion proteins. Alternatively, antibody labeling can be done on sections ([@bb0590]; [@bb0670]). The fluorescent signal can be observed in the LM and afterward the grids are contrasted and observed by EM. Because in the EM the section itself is devoid of landmarks, a first correlation can be obtained with a finder grid. Finer correlation is possible when the DNA inside the nuclei of cells is stained with DAPI or Hoechst for LM. Higher precision can be obtained when fluorescent spheres are applied as landmarks to the section, though this approach requires TEM tomography since the spheres are not visible in a 2D projection image. With this approach it was possible to detect a single HIV-eGFP-delEnv particle at the plasma membrane of a MDCK cell ([@bb0430]).

Live cell imaging combined with EM allows to study the dynamics of a process and arrest it at the point of interest with the aim of visualization within the context of the cell. The method of live cell imaging depends on the dynamics of the studied process and the resolution required. As mentioned above for imaging live cells, care needs to be taken to avoid phototoxicity. The ideal arrest of the cell after imaging would be cryofixation due to its rapidity. However, this is often limited by practical issues. Often a cryoplunge freezer or a high-pressure freezer are not localized next to a light microscope. And even if they are, the transfer has to be fast enough not to lose the benefit of rapid immobilization. Transfer should also avoid changes in the environment (temperature, physical bending on grid, etc.), which can influence the sample\'s morphology. Currently there are two ways to combine fast transfer of sapphire discs from the light microscope to a high-pressure freezer ([@bb0340]; [@bb0735]), both of which allow a short time frame of live cell imaging before high pressure freezing. If biosafety or the length of imaging does not permit this, chemical fixation is mandatory. The delay of the fixation depends on the localization of the process inside the sample. For rat liver, a 4% Paraformaldehyde solution penetrated the tissue to a depth of 2.5 mm within 4 h, which corresponds on average to a penetration of about 170 nm/s ([@bb0115]). Thus, for events near the plasma membrane like the transport of viral particles for release, chemical fixation will work faster than for the fixation of a viral factory in the centre of the cell. However, it might not be fast enough to visualize fusion or budding events at the plasma membrane. It is still recommendable to control the localization of the event of interest after chemical fixation by light microscopy before processing for EM, either by cryofixation (plunge freezing or high-pressure freezing/HPF), or conventional preparation.

CLEM approaches are advancing our understanding of the biogenesis of viral replication organelles ([@bb0080]). Some interesting examples include the flaviviruses hepatitis C virus (HCV) and Dengue virus (DENV), the alphavirus Semliki Forest Virus (SFV), the enterovirus coxsackievirus B3, and the human reovirus. The genome replication sites of HCV have been located in a complex vesicular network interconnected with the ER known as the "membranous web" ([@bb0595]). This structure originates by accumulation of ER-derived double-membrane vesicles (DMVs). CLEM showed that NS5A, a phosphoprotein that facilitates viral replication by interacting with other viral non-structural proteins and cell factors, accumulates in double-membrane vesicles that locate close to lipid droplets, a key organelle for HCV morphogenesis ([@bb0230]; [@bb0635]). These results provided evidence of the spatial connection between HCV genome replication and viral particle morphogenesis inside viral factories. In the case of DENV, CLEM is assisting in the characterization of the biogenesis of the replication factories, in particular in the role of viral proteins in membrane remodeling and virion morphogenesis ([@bb0080]; [@bb0660]). CLEM allowed the unambiguous identification of the enterovirus coxsackievirus B3 replication organelle morphologies as a first step to understand the requirements for their biogenesis and their evolution over time ([@bb0730]). For the alphavirus SFV, CLEM demonstrated that the spherules with VRC are first formed on the plasma membrane to end up in cytoplasmic vacuoles upon internalization ([@bb0695]). Viral and cell factors required for spherule biogenesis were also studied by CLEM ([@bb0400]; [@bb0700]). A combination of live cell imaging and CLEM unveiled that nascent reovirus replication organelles, known as viral inclusions (VI) are made of aggregates of tubules and vesicles originated by remodeling of the peripheral endoplasmic reticulum and that two reovirus non-structural proteins, σNS and μNS, are responsible for ER remodeling ([@bb0710]). Besides, CLEM has great potential for evaluating compounds to treat viral infections ([@bb0055]; [@bb0270]; [@bb0455]; [@bb0490]). For those interested in performing CLEM of virus-infected cells, detailed, step-by-step CLEM workflows describing sample preparation, imaging and correlation, have been published recently ([@bb0345]; [@bb0655]).

5. High-pressure freezing and freeze-substitution {#s0030}
=================================================

The arrest of cells by chemical fixation is determined by the diffusion of the fixative into the cell and might take seconds. This results in a gradient: first proteins at the plasma membrane are inactivated, whereas intracellular organelles are reached by the fixative at a later time point. To circumvent this problem, an alternative is to freeze cells fast, which arrests them in their state in milliseconds. However, to keep all cellular structures in place, it is mandatory to vitrify the water in the sample and avoid formation of ice crystals during freezing. At atmospheric pressure this requires high cooling rates and allows only the vitrification up to a thickness of a few micrometers ([@bb0180]). Bulk samples can be vitrified by high pressure freezing. In this approach, for a few milliseconds a pressure of more than 2000 bars is applied to the sample before cooling is applied ([@bb0615]). Since water in the liquid state is almost incompressible, the application of the high pressure has no influence on the sample\'s morphology. But the pressure changes the physical properties of water by lowering the melting point and the temperature for homogenous ice nucleation ([@bb0405]). Depending on the water content of the sample, this allows the vitrification of samples up to 200 μm thickness. After HPF, the sample can be processed and imaged in the frozen state by cryo-FIB (Focused Ion Beam)/cryo-TEM or by CEMOVIS (Cryo-Electron Microscopy of Vitreous Sections) ([@bb0315]; [@bb0335]). Most often the samples are processed by freeze substitution (FS). During FS, the water of the sample is replaced by an organic solvent that contains chemical fixatives to stabilize the sample during warm up. Here, the order of events is the reverse to the above described conventional preparation at RT: during FS the sample is first dehydrated (usually at − 90 °C, where chemical fixatives are not active) and then fixed when the temperature is raised ([@bb0370]). Dehydration in the cold avoids most artifacts of dehydration at RT ([@bb0415]). Since the solvent is also the carrier of the fixatives, these are in place and ready to react with the sample and the gradient of fixation at RT is omitted as well. After dehydration, samples can be infiltrated with a resin that permits immunolabeling, such as Lowicryl- or LR-resins, or in epoxy resin for pure morphological studies.

The advantage of HPF is the fast immobilization of the sample from the native, unfixed state. The fast immobilization permits to catch high dynamic processes that are difficult to visualize by slow chemical fixation, such as cytoskeleton changes, budding or fusion processes ([@bb0065]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0745]). However, for virus-infected cells this raises the issue of biosafety. With one exception, most HPF machines are not mobile and it is impossible to move them into a BSL-2 or BSL-3 laboratory. In this case the sample should be inactivated by aldehyde fixation. The advantage of a fast immobilization is lost but a superior morphology can be achieved even with prefixed samples by HPF/FS compared to conventional preparation because the major harm to morphological preservation is caused by the dehydration step at RT in the latter ([@bb0415]; [@bb0690]). However, depending on the virus and the stress the viral infection causes to the host cell, HPF/FS might not be suitable. It has been reported that stressed cells can freeze poorly with ice crystal formation ([@bb0510]).

For some viruses, HPF/FS allows visualization of viral structures that remain invisible after conventional preparation protocols. This is the case of Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV). The intracellular particles of this virus are not visible by conventional preparation techniques but in cells processed by HPF/FS, newly formed virions are easily seen ([@bb0545]). This is apparently due to a high sensitivity of viral particles to low pH during conventional sample processing. An example of viral replication organelles visualized by TEM after conventional embedding or HPF/FS is shown in [Fig. 5](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} . Viral inclusions (VIs) that are the replication neoorganelles of the human reovirus ([@bb0130]; [@bb0610]), present a more homogeneous content after HPF/FS (compare [Fig. 5](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A and B). Fine structural details such as the morphology of viral particles inside VIs are better preserved after HPF/FS ([Fig. 5](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A and B, insets).Fig. 5Conventional embedding vs HPF/FS of human reovirus inclusions. Human brain microvascular endothelial cells (HBMECs) were infected with reovirus at a MOI of 1 PFU/cell. At 18 hpi, cells were fixed with aldehydes and either dehydrated with ethanol at 4 °C and embedded in EML-812 epoxy resin (A) or processed by high-pressure freezing, freeze-substitution and embedding in EML-812 (B). Ultrathin sections show that the reovirus replication organelles known as viral inclusions (VIs) have empty areas after conventional embedding (A) but a more homogeneous content after HPF/FS (B). Both mature virions (arrows) and empty viral particles (arrowheads) are easily distinguished in VIs after either conventional preparation or HPF/FS. Higher magnification views of individual viral particles (insets) show that fine details in both mature virions and empty viral particles are better appreciated after HPF/FS. Scale bars: 500 nm in main fields, 50 nm in insets. Fernández de Castro, unpublished results.Fig. 5

Another viral RO studied by HPF/FS is that assembled by Rubella virus (RUBV) in modified lysosomes that are surrounded by RER cisternae and mitochondria ([@bb0235]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0480]). HPF/FS has shown fine details of the complex organization of these structures such as arrays of filaments surrounding the ROs, macromolecular complexes connecting the RO with RER and mitochondria, spherules connected with flat membranes that contain macromolecules organized in oligomeric arrays inside the RO, and pores opened to the cytosol on the periphery of the RO ([@bb0245]). Furthermore, HPF/FS is helping to understand how remodeled membranes build very large viruses such as vaccinia virus and the giant Mimivirus ([@bb0535]; [@bb0575]; [@bb0705]).

6. Frozen-hydrated sections: Cemovis and cryo-lamella {#s0035}
=====================================================

HPF increases the depth of vitrification in the sample but in a TEM only thin specimens can be visualized. After the discovery of vitrified water and the onset of cryo-EM ([@bb0075]; [@bb0150]) the transition from thin films of vitrified small biological specimens to vitrified sections of bulk specimen was fast ([@bb0440]; [@bb0515]). To prepare a sample for cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous sections (CEMOVIS), first the sample and the surrounding medium is vitrified. Next, it is sectioned in a cryo-microtome below the devitrification temperature of pure water and the sections are transferred to a grid. The sections are observed in the frozen state with a cryo-TEM using low dose conditions. For a long time, CEMOVIS was the only approach for cryo-TEM of bulk specimens. Compared to the thin film method of plunge frozen material, a frozen hydrated section has artifacts, mainly knife marks, compression, and crevasses of which the last two can be controlled ([@bb0015]). CEMOVIS offers to visualize at high resolution a section of a bulk sample close to the native state. As for all cryo-EM approaches, also for CEMOVIS it is important to minimize the radiation damage of the beam during imaging. Though beam damage takes place also for resin embedded samples and results in shrinkage and mass loss ([@bb0465]). Nevertheless, this is mainly a concern for tomography of resin embedded material because the implications for 2D projection images of thin sections are negligible. By contrast, in cryo-EM of hydrated specimens beam damage is also visible on 2D projection images, which is impressively seen by the phenomenon of bubbling of organic material after a certain amount of electron dose ([@bb0155]). Bubbling is caused by H~2~ formation due to radiolysis of the biological specimen and the onset of it depends on the composition of the sample. On CEMOVIS sections it often starts on membranes or in protein rich regions. However, the structural damage starts already at low doses of electrons ([@bb0440]). In our hands a dose between 5 and 8 e/Å^2^ per image allows at 120 kV to take images at several defocus values. For TEM tomography of CEMOVIS sections the cumulative dose should be kept below 80 e/Å^2^ ([@bb0310]). However, for TEM tomography the use of CEMOVIS sections has remained a challenge, which is mainly due to the difficulties to attach the whole section flat on the grid and the pronounced formation of crevasses on sections thicker than 60 nm but it is not impossible ([@bb0070]; [@bb0315]). To avoid these problems for TEM tomography of vitreous sections, the preparation of cryo-lamella by FIB-SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) has been developed during the last years ([@bb0315]; [@bb0335]). Infected cells are plunge frozen on a TEM grid and are thinned in the FIB. With the absence of compression and especially crevasses, the sample is better suited for TEM tomography than a CEMOVIS section. However, care needs to be taken to thin the area of interest since a big part of the cell is removed by the FIB ([@bb0035]). A current drawback of this approach is the cost of the equipment.

Not used yet to study viral replication organelles and VRCs, CEMOVIS has shown the structures associated to assembly and movement of large viruses within cells ([@bb0310]; [@bb0705]) and has a great potential to visualize the native organization of viral and cellular macromolecular complexes that build and work inside viral factories.

7. Immunogold labelling {#s0040}
=======================

For all immunolabeling approaches a high affinity probe binds specifically to its target. The probe is either directly linked to an electron dense marker that can be directly visualized in the TEM or detected indirectly with a secondary probe, which carries an electron dense marker. Ferritin was used in the past to be later substituted by colloidal gold probes ([@bb0680]; [@bb0685]). The majority of high affinity probes used today are antibodies against proteins, but also lectins can be used and in situ hybridization for RNA localization is possible ([@bb0280]; [@bb0350]). Different strategies exist to label the target of interest: they can be divided in general between pre- and post-embedding labeling. For pre-embedding labeling the whole cell is incubated with the affinity probe, followed by the electron dense marker. However, without permeabilization only epitopes exposed to the exterior of the cell are accessible ([@bb0275]; [@bb0360]). Permeabilization will provide access to intracellular epitopes, but will extract also cellular material and result in a compromised morphology. For post-embedding labeling, the sample is embedded in a way that preserves the structure of the epitope so that the affinity probe can bind to it when exposed on the surface of the section. This can be done when the samples are embedded in an acrylic or methacrylic resin, as LR White or Lowicryl ([@bb0030]; [@bb0170]). Methacrylic resins were developed by the group of Villiger-Kellenberger. They do not chemically react with the sample, and exist with a versatile range of polarities, which makes them compatible with immuno labeling ([@bb0090]). An alternative for resin embedding is labeling on thawed cryosections, an approach which is also called the Tokuyasu technique, after its pioneer Kiyoteru Tokuyasu ([@bb0540]). In this approach, the sample is arrested by a mild chemical fixation with aldehydes. Since chemical fixation is mandatory, in this approach it can be combined with the often necessary inactivation of viruses presenting a biosafety risk. Chemical fixation makes the plasma membrane of cells permeable for small solutes and the sample can be infiltrated with a sucrose solution ([@bb0605]; [@bb0720]). The sucrose has a dual role: first, it works as a cryo-protectant for the subsequent freezing step, and second, it influences the elasticity of the sample to facilitate cryo-sectioning. After cryo-protection, the sample can be frozen in liquid nitrogen and becomes hard enough to be sectioned in a cryo-microtome. Frozen sections are thawed and transferred to a grid. Once attached to a grid they can be immunolabeled. The mild fixation of the sample combined with the absence of dehydration results in a good preservation of antigenicity for proteins. Together with the secondary probes conjugated to colloidal gold with different, defined size, this technique allows to study the distribution of two up to three different proteins in one labeling experiment ([@bb0685]). But it is important to have the right controls for the specificity of the labeling ([@bb0540]). After the labeling, the sections are embedded in a thin film of a mixture of uranylacetate and methylcellulose ([@bb0300]). The uranylacetate works as a contrast agent, whereas the methylcellulose provides support to avoid too much shrinkage during the airdrying of the---until this moment---hydrated sections. With uranylacetate as the only contrasting agent the image of the sample from a Tokuyasu section gives a mixture of positive (e.g., nucleus) and negative contrast (e.g., membranes) with certain cellular structures (microtubules, ribosomes) unstained. The selective staining is more than compensated by the good preservation of antigens. The possibility of double or triple labeling makes it possible to study the distribution and sorting of viral proteins during their synthesis, and identify their pathways by cellular markers. This was elegantly demonstrated in the studies of the morphogenesis of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) in macrophages ([@bb0120]). With the help of immunogold labeling on Tokuyasu cryosections, the authors demonstrated that the virus assembles in an intracellular membranous compartment that contains several tetraspanins and that is connected with the plasma membrane. Immunogold labeling contributed also to identify the cytoplasmic replication organelles of Vaccinia Virus (VV) that are endoplasmic reticulum-enclosed mini-nuclei ([@bb0725]) and to visualize the connections of nascent VV particles with ER/ERGIC cellular membranes that participate in the assembly of immature viruses ([@bb0555]; [@bb0650]). Localization of viral proteins and cell markers helps to explore the origin of viral replication organelles. Moreover, assays of brome-uridine or brome-deoxiuridine incorporation for RNA or DNA viruses, respectively, in combination with immunogold detection on Tokuyasu cryosections, have been very useful to identify active replication organelles ([@bb0060]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0710]). An example is shown in [Fig. 6](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} . Reovirus VIs are labeled with antibodies specific for ER markers, such as the protein disulfide isomerase (PDI) ([Fig. 6](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A). These organelles support viral genome replication because in the presence of inhibitors of cellular RNA synthesis, they incorporate BrU, as confirmed with specific antibodies in immunogold labeling assays ([Fig. 6](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B). For RNA viruses, antibodies specific for double-stranded RNA, an intermediate formed during RNA replication, are also used to label active VRCs. Anti-dsRNA antibodies work particularly well for positive-sense RNA viruses ([@bb0105]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0750]) and some negative-sense RNA viruses ([@bb0240]; [@bb0500]). For bunyaviruses and flaviviruses it has been demonstrated that the anti-dsRNA signal co-localizes with that of BrU incorporation sites ([@bb0240]; [@bb0755]).Fig. 6Immunogold labeling in Tokuyasu cryosections of reovirus inclusions. HeLa cells were adsorbed with reovirus and incubated for 24 h (A) or 14 h (B), fixed with aldehydes, cryoprotected, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and sectioned at − 120 °C. (A) Thawed cryosections were processed for immunogold labeling using an anti-PDI antiserum and a secondary antibody bound to 10-nm colloidal gold particles. Anti-PDI antibody labels RER cisternae in the cytosol and membranes inside inclusions. (B) Cells were processed to localize viral RNA synthesis with a bromouridine (BrU) incorporation assay. The thawed cryosection was labeled with an anti-BrU antibody and a secondary antibody bound to 10-nm colloidal gold particles. Inside the VI, the anti-BrU antibody labels viral particles (black arrows) and membrane fragments (white arrows) VI, viral inclusion; RER, rough endoplasmic reticulum; mi, mitochondrion. Scale bars: 200 nm in A; 100 nm in B.Fig. 6Modified from Tenorio, R., Fernández de Castro, I., Knowlton, J.J., Zamora, P.F., Lee, C.H., Mainou, B.A., Dermody, T.S., Risco, C. 2018. Reovirus σNS and μNS proteins remodel the endoplasmic reticulum to build replication neo-organelles. mBio 9, e01253-18.

An important advantage of immunogold labeling is that quantitative analysis of the distribution or the labeling densities of the protein of interest is easy to perform ([@bb0505]).

8. 3D imaging/tomography {#s0045}
========================

The images that a transmission electron microscope generates from a thin section are 2D projections of the 3D volume of the section. In this projection, the spatial information within the volume of the thin section is lost. Over the last decades different 3D imaging techniques for biological samples have evolved. In general, for the different approaches there is an inverse relation between the resolution that can be obtained and the volume that can be imaged. TEM electron tomography (TEM-ET) started with the ground-breaking work of [@bb0365]. For ET, a series of 2D projection images of a sample is acquired over a large tilt series (+ 70° to − 70°) in small increments of 1° ([@bb0255]) and the 3D model of the sample is computationally reconstructed. Due to the geometry of the sample holder, images at tilts above 70° are impossible to acquire and a part of the sample will be lost in the reconstruction (missing wedge). For plastic sections, this wedge can be reduced and the resolution of the final tomogram increased by the acquisition of a double tilt series ([@bb0495]). TEM-ET offers a good resolution but is limited by the thickness of the section that can be visualized (maximum 300--500 nm), and the size of the area that can be analyzed. STEM (Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy) tomography allows the acquisition of tilt series from thicker sections up to 700 nm ([@bb0785]).

FIB-SEM tomography allows the study of larger volumes than TEM tomography ([@bb0110]). The sample is inside an SEM, which is equipped with a second, ion beam column. The blockface of a resin embedded sample is imaged by the backscattered electrons or the secondary electrons of the beam. After imaging the ion beam removes a layer of 5--10 nm of the sample and prepares a new blockface for imaging. Compared to TEM tomography, the resolution is lower but volumes up to 20 × 20 × 20 μm^3^ can be analyzed ([@bb0715]).

For serial sectioning tomography, serial sections are collected on slot grids and the 3D volume of the sample is combined by the stacking of the 2D projections data from each single section ([@bb0330]). Therefore, the resolution in X and Y is down to few nanometers while in Z it is determined by the section thickness. Compared to FIB-SEM, serial sections are a non-destructive approach because the sections can be stored and re-evaluated. It also allows the reconstruction of large volumes and even whole cells can be studied. To avoid the difficulties of serial section tomography that come with varying compression and folds, [@bb0125] placed the sample into an SEM that contains a microtome. The image of the blockface is generated by the backscattered electrons of the SEM beam and after imaging, the microtome removes 30--50 nm of the sample surface to prepare a new blockface. Due to the imaging in the SEM, the resolution is lower compared to TEM serial section tomography, but larger volumes can be analyzed.

Three-dimensional imaging of viral infections is showing how much viruses modify the cell architecture to build their own structures for viral genome replication, morphogenesis, egress and propagation ([@bb0065]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0290]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0535]; [@bb0570], [@bb0575], [@bb0580]; [@bb0740]; [@bb0745]; [@bb0750]). The first study of a viral replication organelle visualized in 3D by electron tomography showed that flock house virus (FHV) in Drosophila cells assembles spherules with VRCs in mitochondria, spherules that connect with the cytosol through pores ([@bb0425]). The 3D characterization of SARS CoV and DENV replication platforms had a significant impact in the field ([@bb0420]; [@bb0750]). Since then, many studies have demonstrated the power of these methods. Structures harboring the VRCs such as single-membrane spherules and double membrane vesicles have been studied in detail within the replication organelles of West Nile Virus ([@bb0285]), HCV ([@bb0635]), coxsackievirus B3 ([@bb0445]), Bunyamwera virus ([@bb0240]), Rubella virus ([@bb0245]), Tombusvirus ([@bb0215]), a cardiovirus ([@bb0520]) and the human reovirus ([@bb0200]; [@bb0710]). The reovirus replication neoorganelle visualized in 3D with two different methods is shown in [Fig. 7](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} . With 3D reconstruction of serial sections large volumes that contain whole viral factories were generated ([Fig. 7](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A). With ET of Tokuyasu cryosections smaller volumes with better definition of membranes and higher resolution were obtained ([Fig. 7](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 73D models of reovirus inclusions. (A) HeLa cells were adsorbed with reovirus and fixed at 12 hpi. The inclusion was visualized by TEM of serial sections, 3D volume reconstruction, and image processing. The VI contains a network of membranes (yellow) surrounded by mitochondria (red). The inclusion is adjacent to the nuclear envelope (blue). Inside the VI, mature virions (black), empty viral particles (white) and microtubules (green) are integrated in the membranous network. (B) Reovirus-infected cells were fixed at 14 hpi, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and sectioned at − 120 °C following the Tokuyasu method. Thawed cryosections were processed by electron tomography. RER cisternae (yellow), mitochondria (red), nuclear envelope (dark blue) are close to the viral inclusion. The VI is a collection of tubules (brown) and vesicles (orange) with viral particles (light blue) attached to membranes. Although reoviruses are non-enveloped particles, we hypothesize that VI membranes might provide physical support for viral genome replication or particle assembly.Fig. 7Panel (A): Reproduced from Fernández de Castro, I., Zamora, P.F., Ooms, L., Fernández, J.J., Lai, C.M., Mainou, B.A., Dermody, T.S., Risco, C., 2014a. Reovirus forms neo-organelles for progeny particle assembly within reorganized cell membranes. mBio 5, e00931-13 and Panel (B): Tenorio, R., Fernández de Castro, I., Knowlton, J.J., Zamora, P.F., Lee, C.H., Mainou, B.A., Dermody, T.S., Risco, C. 2018. Reovirus σNS and μNS proteins remodel the endoplasmic reticulum to build replication neo-organelles. mBio 9, e01253-18.

3D imaging has revealed that inside viral factories there are inter-organelle contacts not observed in non-infected cells ([@bb0245]; [@bb0625]). Some reports show that structures with VRCs localize close to virus assembly sites, something expected but difficult to detect in two dimensions ([@bb0240]; [@bb0750]). One of the current technical challenges is the development of labeling methods for localizing viral and cellular macromolecules in three dimensions.

9. Clonable tags for electron microscopy {#s0050}
========================================

Electron microscopists have been working for decades to localize proteins in cells in two and three dimensions. Together with the fundamental contribution of antibodies and immunogold labeling assays described in [Section 7](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}, a number of approaches have been reported to label proteins in cells using clonable tags. Most of them are based on the generation of an electron-dense precipitate of diaminobenzidine as a result of photoactivation of a fluorophore (GFP or Mini-SOG) or an enzymatic reaction (HRP or APEX2) ([@bb0100]; [@bb0295]; [@bb0485]). An alternative approach that uses the small metal binding protein metallothionein (MT) as a clonable tag for electron microscopy was proposed by two scientists working at Brandeis University ([@bb0525], [@bb0530]). The idea of MT-tagging was the basis of METTEM (Metal-Tagging TEM), a highly sensitive labeling technique that was validated in bacteria ([@bb0135], [@bb0140]), yeast ([@bb0050]; [@bb0550]), and mammalian cells ([@bb0220]; [@bb0620]; [@bb0645]; [@bb0710]) and the only one used so far to label intracellular viral structures. In live cells incubated briefly with gold salts, proteins bearing MT will form \~ 1 nm-gold nano-clusters, readily detectable by electron microscopy ([@bb0620]). If the protein of interest is fused with MT and a fluorescent tag such as GFP, the same molecules will be visualized by light and electron microscopy ([@bb0205]). Combining METTEM with immunogold allows double and multiple labeling approaches ([@bb0205]). MT-tagging was used to detect one of the proteins of the Rubella virus VRC within replication organelles (ROs) ([@bb0620]). The study revealed that the viral polymerase molecules first localized in the plasma membrane to be later transported to lysosomes/ROs, where they aggregate into densely packed oligomeric arrays. Studies with the Tombusvirus Tomato Bushy Stunt Virus (TBSV) showed the distribution of the viral replicase molecules in modified ER membranes within the replication factory ([@bb0050]) ([Fig. 8](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} ). Molecules of the p33-MT-gold subunit of the viral polymerase labeled in live cells were visualized as \~ 1 nm nano-clusters in ultrathin sections ([Fig. 8](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}A). Immunogold labeling on sections confirmed the association of p33-MT-gold molecules with ER membranes labeled with anti-PDI antibodies and with active replication sites labeled with anti-dsRNA antibodies ([Fig. 8](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}A). 3D maps of the replicase molecules inside replication organelles were obtained by electron tomography ([@bb0215]) ([Fig. 8](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}B). These volumes showed RO active domains labeled with anti-dsRNA antibodies together with RO domains devoid of labeling. A lateral view of the tomogram is shown in [Fig. 8](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}C. This volume shows why METTEM is a labeling method of high sensitivity: with antibodies only the epitopes exposed on the surface of the section are detected; however, with METTEM all protein molecules carrying an MT-gold-nanocluster inside the section are visualized in 2D and 3D. With METTEM it was discovered that influenza virus uses a modified ER to transport the vRNPs from the nucleus to the plasma membrane in a process that depends on Rab11 ([@bb0220]). Early in infection, the reovirus non-structural protein μNS fused with MT was found in strangled ER cisternae and small vesicles near the nucleus. This result suggests that μNS triggers the massive ER fragmentation that generates replication organelles by direct binding to ER membranes ([@bb0710]).Fig. 8METTEM of viral replication organelles. *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* Δpah1 cells expressing p33, the most abundant VRC component of the plant virus TBSV (Tomato Bushy Stunt Virus), fused with MT tag as a viral replicon component were incubated with gold salts, embedded in the resin LR White, sectioned, immunogold labeled and visualized by 2D TEM (A) or electron tomography (B and C). (A) METTEM visualization of p33-MT-gold nanoparticles (\~ 1 nm) in an unstained ultrathin section. p33-MT-gold was detected inside the replication organelle (black asterisk) and in the surrounding ER membranes, that were labeled with an anti-PDI antibody and a secondary antibody conjugated with 10 nm colloidal gold particles. Replicating TBSV RNA was labeled with an antibody against dsRNA and a secondary antibody conjugated to 5-nm gold particles. The inset is a high magnification of a group of p33-MT-gold nanoclusters. (B) Electron tomography of active VRCs within the replication organelle. Before ET, sections were processed by immunogold labeling with an antibody against dsRNA and a colloidal gold conjugate (white). Molecules of p33-metallothionein-gold are represented in red and ER membranes in yellow. The active domain labeled with antibodies (black asterisk) within the replication organelle is surrounded by ER membranes, whereas the domain beyond the ER boundaries is not labeled. (C) Lateral view of the tomogram in B, showing the anti-dsRNA antibodies bound to their antigens on the section surface (white), whereas p33 molecules (red) were detected inside the section. Scale bar: 100 nm in mainfield in A; 50 nm in inset in A.Fig. 8Modified from Fernández de Castro, I., Fernández, J.J., Barajas, D., Nagy, P.D., Risco, C., 2017a. Three-dimensional imaging of the intracelular assembly of a functional viral RNA replicase complex. J. Cell Sci. 130, 260--268, with permission.

New developments and improvements for METTEM are in progress. Combining METTEM with CEMOVIS will allow ultrastructural imaging of viral macromolecular complexes in intracellular viral factories in their native state and at molecular scale resolution.

10. Conclusions and future perspectives {#s0055}
=======================================

Recent advances in sample preparation and imaging by light and electron microscopy are having considerable impact in virology. The powerful combination of different imaging techniques with various levels of resolution shows the viral life cycle from the early steps of virus entry and replication to the final stages of viral particle morphogenesis and egress. All these processes take place at different locations in the infected cell, and after the initial study of infection in live cells, scientists can focus on the subsequent characterization of particular structures at high resolution by electron microscopy. All techniques have advantages and limitations, as summarized in [Fig. 1](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, and the choice of methods depends on the complexity of the study.

Some technical challenges for the future include developing super-resolution light microscopy for live cells, improve CLEM protocols, new image processing tools for 3D TEM, and combining molecular mapping methods such as METTEM with Tokuyasu cryosections and CEMOVIS. The myriad of structural data to be obtained will help to interfere with the biogenesis and function of viral structures in cells. Drugs that block the construction of functional replication organelles, assembly sites and virus egress machineries will be the basis of new antiviral strategies.
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